The direct use of large chemical mechanisms in multi-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is computationally expensive due to the large number of chemical species and the wide range of chemical time scales involved. To meet this challenge, a reduced description of reactive flows in combination with chemistry tabulation is proposed to effectively reduce the computational cost. In the reduced description, the species are partitioned into represented species and unrepresented species; the reactive system is described in terms of a smaller number of represented species instead of the full set of chemical species in the mechanism; and the evolution equations are solved only for the represented species. When required, the unrepresented species are reconstructed assuming that they are in constrained chemical equilibrium. The in-situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) is employed to speed the chemistry calculation through tabulating information of the reduced system. The proposed dimension-reduction / tabulation methodology determines and tabulates in situ the necessary information of the n r -dimensional reduced system based on the n s -species detailed mechanism. Compared to the full description with ISAT, the reduced descriptions achieve additional computational speed-up by solving fewer transport equations and faster ISAT retrieving. The approach is validated in both a methane/air premixed flame and a methane/air non-premixed flame. With the GRI 1.2 mechanism consisting of 31 species, the reduced descriptions (with 12 to 16 represented species) achieve a speedup factor of up to 3 compared to the full description with ISAT, with a relatively moderate decrease in accuracy compared to the full description.
Introduction
Realistic modeling of chemically reactive flows involves a large number of chemical species, which participate in tens to thousands of chemical reactions occurring simultaneously within a complex flow field [1] . For example, the detailed mechanism for iso-octane [2] contains more than eight hundred species that participate in more than three thousand reactions. Currently, it is computationally expensive to directly incorporate detailed chemical kinetics in multi-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) due principally to the large number of species involved and the wide range of chemical time scales present, although its use in CFD is essential for a reliable prediction of ignition and extinction phenomena, and pollutants such as CO and NOx.
In the past decade, significant progress has been made in methodologies and algorithms that rationally reduce the computational burden imposed by the use of detailed chemical kinetics in CFD calculations of reactive flows [1, . Among the available techniques, three frequently used in the literature are: the development of skeletal mechanisms from large detailed mechanisms by the elimination of inconsequential species and reactions [9] [10] [11] ; dimension-reduction techniques [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ;
and storage/retrieval methodologies such as in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) [28] [29] .
It is worth mentioning that the above three techniques can be used in combination to speed up the chemistry calculation in CFD. As demonstrated in [17, 30] , the computational cost of using detailed chemical kinetics in CFD is dramatically reduced by exploiting, in combination, techniques of dimension reduction and storage retrieval.
The purpose of dimension reduction is to describe reactive systems using a smaller number of reduced compositions while reproducing the characteristics of the full description in which the full set of chemical species in the detailed kinetics is employed. For example, the quasi-steady-state assumption (QSSA) method [12] [13] [14] partitions the species into "major" species and "minor" species. The "minor" species, typically those with fast consumption reactions, are assumed to be in quasi-steady state. Each of the resulting algebraic equations can be used to eliminate one "minor" species from the governing equations. In the reduced description, reactive systems are described in terms of only the "major" species. The possibility of a reduced description of reactive flows by dimension-reduction methods is based on the fact that, in general, the range of time scales for chemical kinetic processes is much larger than that for transport processes [22] . Due to the fast chemical time scales, compositions in reactive flows quickly relax toward a low-dimensional manifold in the full composition space. Therefore reactive systems can be well described with a smaller number of parameterization variables.
As pointed out in [31] , dimension reduction can be approached from the perspective of species reconstruction, recognizing that the reduced description given by most dimension reduction methods is in terms of specified represented/"major" species, and then when necessary there is a "species reconstruction" procedure by which the remaining unrepresented/"minor" species are determined. For example, in the QSSA reduced description, only when evaluating the rate-of-change of the major species, the minor species are reconstructed based on a set of algebraic equations resulting from QSS approximations. In this work, from the "species reconstruction" perspective, we develop a general, combined dimension reduction/tabulation methodology for the reduced description of reactive flows. In the reduced description, the full set of n s chemical species involved in the detailed chemical kinetics are partitioned into "represented species" and "unrepresented species"; the reactive flow calculation is performed in terms of a small number of n r reduced compositions, which are the represented species and the elements in the unrepresented species. With a splitting scheme, chemical reaction is separated from other physical processes into a reaction fractional step. Given the reduced composition before reaction, the task in this step is to determine the corresponding reduced composition after (adiabatic, isobaric) reaction has occurred for a time-step interval. The ISAT algorithm, a storage/retrieval technique, tabulates the reduced composition information before and after reaction, so that, given the reduced composition before the reaction fractional step, the corresponding values after reaction can be retrieved from the table efficiently (when   possible within acceptable accuracy). Only when needed, ISAT adds new entries of   the reduced compositions to the table by invoking the species reconstruction procedure and evaluating the exact mapping in the full composition space together with the detailed mechanism (as described later in Section 2.1). In other words, the dimension-reduction/tabulation methodology determines and tabulates in situ the necessary information of the n r -dimensional reduced system. The unrepresented species are needed to evaluate the reaction mapping of the reduced composition, and when required they are reconstructed by assuming that they are in constrained chemical equilibrium.
The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the reduced description of reactive flows with species reconstruction is described. Then in Section 3, tabulation of the combustion chemistry using ISAT for the reduced description is formulated. The implementation of the reduced description in CFD is discussed in Section 4. Numerical tests are reported in Section 5. Section 6 provides a discussion and conclusions.
Reduced description of reactive flows
With the detailed mechanism consisting of n s chemical species composed on n e elements, let z, a vector of length n s , denote the species specific moles, p denote the pressure, and h denote the mixture enthalpy. In the full description, the thermochemical state of the reactive system is represented by Φ(x, t)={z(x, t); h(x, t); p(x, t)}, which is generally a function of time and space. Another often used representation is {z(x, t); h s (x, t); p(x, t)}, where h s is the mixture sensible enthalpy.
The species evolve according to the set of n s PDEs )) ,
, [1] where S denotes the rate of change due to chemical reactions given by the provided detailed chemical kinetics. The spatial transport includes the convective contribution
where v(x, t) is the velocity field) and the diffusive contribution D. In calculations of reactive flows, one simplified model widely used for diffusion is
where ρ is mixture density and Γ is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal components , , …, being the mixture-averaged species diffusivities, which are usually functions of z. It is worth mentioning that the methodology and results presented in this work do not depend on this model. In the reduced description, species are decomposed as z ={z r , z u }, where z r is an n rs vector of "represented" species, and z u is an n us -vector of "unrepresented" species (with n rs + n us = n s and n rs < n s -n e ). The "reduced representation" of the species used in the reduced description is , where is an n } , { ,e u r z z r ≡ e u, z e -vector giving the specific moles of the elements in the unrepresented species. Thus r is a vector of length n r = n rs + n e , and the dimension of the system is reduced from n s to n r . This dimension reduction process can be written as
where B is a known constant n s x n r matrix. For example, if the species in a mechanism are ordered such that the represented species are first in the ordering, B is
given by
where I is an n rs x n rs identity matrix and E u (n us x n e ) is the elemental matrix for the It is worth mentioning that this reduced representation is similar to those used in ILDM, RCCE and ICE-PIC, in the sense that both represented species and elements are needed in the reduced description. In contrast, the QSSA reduced description needs only the represented (or "major") species since the elements are fully represented by the represented species [32] .
In this work, with assigned thermal and transport properties, the elements in the unrepresented species are treated as "notional species" in the reduced description with corresponding PDEs governing their evolution. The thermo-chemical state of the reactive system is represented by 
where the term B T S denotes the rate of change of the reduced composition due to chemical reactions, and the second step follows with the assumption that the diffusion term is linear with respect to composition. For example, with the widely used simplified model (see Eq. [2] ), by neglecting any nonlinearity in species diffusivity, the diffusion contribution in the reduced description can be written as
where ρ is mixture density and 
Species reconstruction using constrained equilibrium
The modeling of the effect of chemical reactions on the reduced composition is addressed through "species reconstruction" and the evaluation of reaction mapping in the full composition space. That is, given r (together with h and p), we define a full composition z, which is regarded to be the one occurring in reactive flows. Once z is determined, with the given detailed chemical kinetics, the full set of species in the mechanism (together with the energy variable) is integrated for a reaction time step to obtain the reaction mapping of the full composition, from which the reaction mapping of the reduced composition (i.e., the reduced composition after reaction) is extracted.
In this work, we take z to be z CE (r, h, p), which is the constrained-equilibrium (maximum-entropy) composition, as used in the rate-controlled constrained equilibrium method (RCCE, [15] [16] [17] ). This is readily computed using the constrained-equilibrium code CEQ [33] . Briefly stated, with fixed pressure and mixture enthalpy, the constrained equilibrium composition is defined to be that which maximizes the mixture entropy subject to the constraints that the specific moles of the represented species z r and the moles of the elements in the unrepresented species z u,e are held fixed. Given a realizable reduced composition, the constrained-equilibrium (maximum-entropy) composition is guaranteed to exist and to be unique [33] . As revealed by previous works [17] [18] [19] [20] , the accuracy of the reduced description depends on the quality of the reconstructed full composition and therefore the selection of the represented species. At the present stage of development of the methodology, the represented species are manually specified, although other approaches are available such as the Greedy algorithm [34] . Boundary and initial species are included in the represented species list. Species of interest, especially slow-forming species that are far from chemical equilibrium, such as pollutants, should also be included.
Intermediate species that occur in large mass fractions relative to the fuel and oxidizer species are included, as well as species important in the chemical pathway. For example, for methane combustion in air, H and OH are included as represented species since these are important intermediate radicals. In Section 5, the effect of different selections of represented species on reduced description is studied.
The reduced description described above is implemented in a CFD solver as follows:
• The CFD solver solves the transport equations for the reduced composition that consists of the represented species, the unrepresented elements and mixture enthalpy, i.e.,
The unrepresented elements are treated as "notional species" with assigned thermal and transport properties.
• With an operator splitting scheme, chemical reactions are separated from other physical processes into an adiabatic, isobaric reaction fractional step. Given the reduced composition ( t ) r~a t time t, the task in this reaction fractional step is to determine the reaction mapping
i.e., the reduced composition t ) ( t Δ + r~ after (adiabatic, isobaric) reaction has occurred for the time-step interval . (Since the governing ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for chemical reactions are autonomous, the value of t is immaterial, and without loss of generality we can set t =0.) t Δ • In the reaction fractional step, the unrepresented species in a cell (or grid node or particle) before reaction are first reconstructed by assuming that they are in constrained chemical equilibrium at the cell pressure and enthalpy, subject to the constraints of the represented species and the unrepresented elements. At the end of species reconstruction, the concentration of all the species in the full mechanism before reaction is available.
• Next, the full set of species in the mechanism (together with the energy variable) is integrated for a reaction time step according to
where rate-of-change S is given by detailed chemical kinetics. After the reaction fractional step, one has the reaction mappings (i.e., the composition after reaction) of all the species, t ) ( Δ z , from which the reaction mappings of the reduced composition t ) ( Δ r can be extracted with Eq. 3.
The implementation used is essentially equivalent to that described above, except that, as now described, ISAT is used to avoid the expensive ODE integration (Eq. 7).
Tabulation of combustion chemistry using ISAT
Notice that in the reduced description, the full set of species in the detailed mechanism is integrated during the reaction fractional step, which is computationally expensive. Its advantage lies in coupling with ISAT, which is employed to accelerate the determination of the reduced composition after reaction. ) ( x f f and n x , respectively. Table entries are referred to as leaves (since in the original algorithm they are leaves of a binary tree). The n-th leaf includes: x (n) ; the function value f (n) =f(x (n) ); and the n f x n x gradient matrix A (n) , which has components
. This matrix is used to construct the linear approximation employed in ISAT. Given a query, x q , the retrieval (i.e., the linear approximation to f(x q ) ) based on the n-th leaf (if it is within the user-specified error tolerance) is defined as
. [8] ISAT has been widely used to efficiently incorporate reduced or detailed chemical mechanisms in CFD calculations of turbulent reactive flows. In these applications, x
consists of the thermo-chemical state of a computational particle/cell at the beginning of the reaction time step (of duration t Δ ); and f represents the composition at the end of the step (resulting from adiabatic, isobaric reaction). Evaluating f(x) involves solving a stiff set of n f ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for a time (see Eq.7).
By tabulating useful information in binary trees called ISAT tables and reusing it, ISAT can yield an accurate approximation with an up to thousand-fold speed-up. , so that given a new query
to be evaluated the corresponding value • Given the initial reduced composition ( 0 ) r~, species reconstruction is employed to obtain the initial full composition, denoted by by assuming that the unrepresented species are in constrained chemical equilibrium.
The ODEs (see Eq. 7) governing adiabatic, isobaric reaction (according to the given detailed kinetic mechanism) are integrated for a time to obtain the final full composition
The current three-step implementation is essentially equivalent to that described in [17] , except that the more robust constrained-equilibrium code CEQ [33] is used.
For ISAT tabulation, an important quantity also needed is the gradient matrix A, whose components are defined as
According to the three-step "add" procedure, the gradient matrix can be obtained using the chain rule as
. [9] Notice that the term )
is related to matrix B; and the ODE sensitivity matrix is readily obtained from the ODE solver DDASAC [35] .
The important quantity is the term
whose columns span the tangent space of the constrained equilibrium manifold. In this study, we have obtained a new, simple expression for it as shown in the Appendix.
Hence in CFD calculations of reactive flows, the reduction/tabulation approach determines and tabulates in situ the necessary information about the n r -dimensional reduced system based on the n s -species detailed mechanism. Recall that both the ISAT storage requirement and the retrieval time scale with (with ). With the reduced description, given the same specified ISAT storage, the ISAT table with n 2
x n x f n n ≈ r dimensions is capable of covering more of composition space than is the ISAT tabulation of the full n s dimensions. Also, the ISAT retrieval is faster than that in the full description. Consequently, a simulation with the reduced description may initially be not much faster than that with full description (due to the extra constrained equilibrium calculations when adding entries in ISAT table), but iterations can be substantially faster at later times when the ISAT table is retrieved.
Implementation in CFD
The reduced description with chemistry tabulation is implemented in the commercial CFD package ANSYS Fluent. It is constructed to work seamlessly with a Chemkin mechanism file with a graphic interface for importing Chemkin mechanisms and specifying the represented species. ANSYS Fluent solves the conservation equations of mass, momentum, energy and species. One can either specify the transport properties of the notional species to be constants or specify them to be the arithmetic average of those of all the represented species. The thermo-dynamic properties of the notional species (i.e., the unrepresented elements) are specified to be those of the corresponding species in standard states expect for element C, which is specified to be those of gaseous species C(s). (It is worth mentioning that the specification of thermodynamic properies is insignificant if the mixture enthalpy h is employed to represent energy.)
In the current implementation, the specification of the represented species is obtained as follows. One specifies the number of represented species, as well as selected represented species such as the fuel and oxidizer species present in the inflowing streams, the major products such as CO 2 represented species if they are present in the mechanism and have not been specified to be represented species. Then if the number of selected represented species is still less than the input number of represented species, the remaining represented species are taken from the full mechanism in the order they appear in the Chemkin Mechanism Species list. A more automatic, optimal specification of represented species is described in [34] .
Results
In this study, the reduced description is validated using the following two different tests: a two-dimensional planar stoichiometric CH 4 
Two dimensional planar laminar premixed flame
The first test case is a two-dimensional, planar, atmospheric pressure, stoichiometric CH 4 /air premixed flame in a co-flowing air stream. The flow configuration is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The mesh consists of about forty thousand cells, which resolves all flame structures adequately. represented species gives a more accurate reduced description than B16-a as far as the flame location is concerned. This clearly illustrates the significance of a priori knowledge of chemical kinetics that helps achieve a good quality of reduced description with a minimum number of represented species or the need for an automatic method as studied in [34] . As demonstrated, for this premixed laminar flame, the specification of represented species is critical. Without prior knowledge of chemical kinetics, an alternative approach to improve the accuracy of the reduced description is to increase the number of represented species. The distribution of the unrepresented elements (treated as notional species) is shown in Fig. 8 . Two important observations are as follows. The unrepresented elements are small in quantity. As shown for B16-b, the peak value of the mass fraction of the largest unrepresented element (carbon) is less than 0.002, which is less than 5% of the value of carbon at fuel inlet. (Notice that the mass fraction of methane at fuel inlet is
.) The unrepresented elements are localized in the flame front region.
For all other regions, they are close to zero since all the elements exist in the major reactants or products.
046
.
In this study, we have also studied the effect of different specifications of transport properties for the unrepresented elements. The transport properties for the unrepresented elements UC, UH, and UN have been specified to be those of H 2 , N 2 or the arithmetic average of all the represented species. No noticeable difference has been observed in the reduced description with different specifications, which is partly due to the low concentration of the unrepresented elements.
Full description
B16-b Fig. 9 . Contour plot of mass fraction of HCO. In the reduced description of B16-b, HCO is an unrepresented species.
As described in Section 2.1, the unrepresented species in the reduced description can be reconstructed, when needed, assuming that they are in constrained chemical equilibrium. Figure 9 shows the mass fraction of HCO from both the full and reduced descriptions. (The species HCO is an unrepresented species in all reduced descriptions.) The difference in peak value is within 30%. For some other unrepresented species, even larger differences have been observed. This implies that a large error in the unrepresented species may not necessarily have a significant effect on the represented species of concern. In the present reduced species description method, the reconstructed full composition is only used as the initial condition to the full set of ODEs governing the reaction fractional step. Due to the wide range of chemical time scales, all solution trajectories from different initial conditions quickly relax toward the intrinsic low dimensional attracting manifold. Hence the effect of any inaccuracy in the initial condition is likely to be quickly damped out during the reaction fractional step if the unrepresented species are associated with the fast time scales.
Axi-symmetric laminar non-premixed flame
The second test case is an axi-symmetric, laminar opposed-flow non-premixed flame.
The fuel jet is pure methane at a temperature of 300K, the oxidizer jet is air at a temperature of 300K, and the pressure is one atmosphere. The global strain rate, defined as the fuel velocity magnitude, plus the air velocity magnitude, divided by the distance between the jets, is 13s -1 . The flow configuration is illustrated in Fig. 10 .
The mesh consists 32000 CFD cells, which resolves all flame structures. Full description B12-a Fig. 13 . Contour plot of mass fraction of H from the two-dimensional axi-symmetric laminar non-premixed flame. Left: full description; right: B12-a. Figures 11-13 show the contour plots of temperature, CO and OH from both the full and reduced descriptions. It can be seen that for this case, even B12-a is in good agreement with the full description, although the peak flame temperature is overpredicted by about 60K. For this non-premixed flame, the specification of represented species is not as critical as for the premixed flame shown in the previous section. This is expected since non-premixed flames (away from extinction) are mainly controlled by diffusion process, whereas for premixed flames both chemical kinetics and transport processes are important. As shown, the flame predicted by B12-b is very similar to the B12-a with a slightly better agreement with the full description. The over-prediction in peak temperature decreases from about 60K in B12-a to about 40K in B12-b. Table 1 , for all the long-run calculations, the reduced descriptions exhibit up to a speedup factor of 2.5 compared to the full description with ISAT. 
Conclusion
In this study, a reduced description of reactive flows in combination with chemistry tabulation is proposed to effectively reduce the computational burden imposed by the use of a large chemical mechanism in CFD. In the reduced description, the full set of chemical species in the mechanism is partitioned into "represented species" and "unrepresented species"; the reactive system is described in terms of a smaller number of reduced compositions consisting of represented species and the elements in the unrepresented species, and the evolution equations are solved for only the reduced composition. With specified thermal and transport properties, the elements in the unrepresented species are treated as "notional species" with corresponding PDEs governing the evolution.
The current approach employs operator splitting to separate chemical reactions into a reaction fractional step, where ISAT is used to accelerate the determination of the . [20] It is interesting to observe that T CE is solely determined by z CE and B, and does not otherwise depend on any thermodynamic information (such as p, T or g~)
In practice W is best taken as an orthonormal basis for span(T CE ), obtained from the SVD or QR decomposition of M. The current formulation allows a more robust calculation of the CEM tangent vectors compared to that in [17] .
